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Abstract

Due to recent technological advances, substantial improvements have been made in
personnel contamination monitoring. In all likelihood, these advances will close out the days
of manually frisking personnel for radioactive contamination. Unfortunately, as
microprocessor-based monitors become more widely used, not only at commercial power
reactors but also at government facilities, questions concerning their trustworthiness arise.
Algorithms make decisions that were previously made by technicians. Trust is placed not in
technicians but in machines. In doing this it is assumed that the machine never misses.
Inevitably, this trust drops, due largely to "false alarms". This is especially true when
monitoring for alpha contamination. What is a "false alarm"? Do these machines and their
algorithms that we put our trust in make mistakes?

An analysis was performed on half-body and hand-and- foot monitors at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL) in order to justify the suggested confidence level used for alarm
point determination. Sources used in this analysis had activities approximating ORNL's
contamination limits

A Brief History Of Personnel Frisking

Not long ago, count rate meters equipped with side window Geiger-Mueller (GM)
detectors were used to determine if a person was contaminated. This method can still be
seen in some of the old training films produced by the military. We soon moved into the age
of thin-window GM tubes, or pancake probes. Everything went along One until commercial
power's radiation protection programs caught up with technology or auditors caught up with
"poor frisking techniques".

Personnel monitoring soon became a key issue at most power plants. Frisking
responsibility was taken out of the hands of the technician and placed into microprocessor-
based personnel monitors. Monitors were placed into operation at various locations within
the facility. Each monitor was either calibrated on-site or at the factory. An alarm setting
was decided upon and entered into the microprocessor. Suddenly, personnel who were
thought to be working in "clean" areas as determined by usual frisking practices (pancake
probes) were causing alarms to occur on the monitors. In an attempt to validate each alarm,
however, a pancake probe was used! In order to understand fully how ineffective this was,
one must understand that most microprocessor-based personnel contamination monitors use
gas-flow proportional detectors to perform a frisk. Not only that, the size of a typical
pancake probe is approximately IS cm2, whereas the size of a typical gas-flow proportional
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detector used by these monitors is approximately 500 cm2. With these differences, how could
a comparison be made? Unfortunately, comparisons were made, and the release of a
contaminated or potentially contaminated person was based on the pancake probe that most
likely caused the utility to purchase and install the monitor. As time went by, government
facilities that may have been frisking personnel using the GM side window method, started
to install these highly-sensitive monitors. Unlike commercial power plants, these facilities
contained another type of contaminant to be monitored. The monitors, originally designed
to check for fission and activation products 137Cs and ^Co, now had to check for alpha
contamination, as well. This required alarm setpoints of 1000 disintegrations per minute
(dpm) or less. At Oak Ridge National Laboratory, for example, the alarm settings are 1000
dpm/100cm2 for beta/gamma, and 300 dpm/100 cm2 for alpha. These situations defined a
serious problem in the area of personnel frisking.

Evolution Of Microprocessor-Based Monitoring

Reliable alarm activation required that microprocessors be incorporated into personnel
monitors. The older-design monitors sometimes used a count-down method to activate an
alarm. The site's calibration personnel would turn a dial to a previously-determined value
based on the detector's efficiency and the required alarm setting. A count time was entered
and once initiated, the value "dialed in" would be the start point. Counts seen during the
count cycle would be subtracted from the entered value and if zero were reached, an alarm
would sound. These monitors were not quite as elaborate as today's, but they worked.

Technological advances and, more importantly operating experience, brought about
changes in how algorithms incorporated into the controlling programs were used. This
allowed monitors to make decisions that, in the past, were made by people. It was assumed
that by doing this, the past mistakes caused by poor frisking practices would be eliminated.
How could the machine miss? We placed a high level of trust in the operation of personnel
monitors. Unfortunately, as they were used, this trust dropped. This was largely due to "false
alarms", and was most prominent when monitoring for alpha. What is a "false alarm"? Do
these machines that we put our trust in make mistakes?

Overview Of Alarm Operation

The monitors considered here use gas-flow proportional detectors. Pulses created in
the detector are discriminated, amplified, and then counted by the associated electronics. The
discriminators allow the counting of either alpha or beta/gamma pulses. All the monitors use
a counting time to perform a frisk. This time could be determined by the calibration
technician, or calculated by the monitor. When the count time is calculated by the monitor,
the algorithm used usually incorporates both type 1 (false positive) and type 2 (false negative)
factors. The type 1 factor is used to reduce the amount of false alarms due to fluctuations
of ambient background during the count cycle. The type 2 factor is used to reduce the alarm
setting to meet the user-entered confidence limit.

The monitors have the ability to count both beta/gamma and alpha simultaneously.
This requires two alarm operations that should be separated to understand the whole
operation.



Figure 1

The first type of
alarm to be considered is
beta/gamma. Figure 1 is a
distribution derived from
beta/gamma background
counts. The y-axis is counts i
per second and the x-axis is j
probability. The actual j
counts are displayed as j
points (+) dispersed around
the mean. Their positioning
along the x-axis is irrelevant.
The top dashed line is the
type 1 cutoff using a factor
of 3 sigma over the mean.
When some models were
originally placed into
operation, a factor of 3
sigma was used to determine
the type 1 cutoff. As can be seen, none of the counts approach the 3 sigma value. We
currently use 4 sigma for our type 1 factor at ORNL. The importance of this distribution is
the dispersion of the actual background counts. The real chances that an alarm would occur
from background fluctuations seems obviously low.

Figure 2 shows two
distributions. The lower
distribution is background
while the upper is a
distribution of counts from a
100 cm2 137Cs source having
an activity of approximately p

4900 dpm. The points (+) f
within each distribution &
represent the actual counts |
for both background and ^
source. The position of the
actual count points are
irrelevant to the x-axis.
The dashed line just below
the 20 cps mark on the
y-axis is the type 1 false
alarm cutoff. The dashed
line just above the 20 cps
mark is the monitor-determined alarm setting using a 90% confidence factor (type 2). The
problem is not with higher contamination activities, but with the justification of alarms
associated with low-level activities. The inability to detect this level of activity (5000 dpm
distributed over 100 cm2) with a probe that is only 15 cm2 makes validating an alarm almost
impossible.

Figure 2



Figure 3

The second and less
common facet of personnel
contamination monitors is
checking for a lpha
contamination. Figure 3 is a
distribution of the alpha
background for a typical
monitor. The y-axis is
counts per minute and the
x-axis is probability. Actual
counts are the points (+)
distributed through the
graph. The position of the
points are irrelevant to the
x-axis. The dashed line is
the type 1 cutoff at 3 sigma
above the mean. As can be
seen, the actual counts are
dispersed over a wider range
than those from the beta/gamma channel. The use of 3 as the sigma factor may be unwise
based on the dispersion of the actual counts.

The randomness of
alpha background may
require the use of a higher
value. Figure 4 is the same
distribution but using a type
1 factor of 4.65 sigma. This
higher factor should
eliminate the problem of
a l a r m s c a u s e d by
background changes during
a counting cycle. One very
important consideration
when checking for alpha
contamination is the count
time. Much longer count
times are required to collect
more counts. During this
longer count time, changes
in the ambient background or just the randomness of low count rates would create problems
if a large enough value is not used for the type 1 factor.

Figure 4



Figure 5 is a
distribution derived from
counts taken using a low-
activity alpha source of
app- iximately 400 dpm.
Again, the actual counts are
depicted by points (+)
dispersed around the mean.
The solid line is the mean
and the dashed line just
below the mean is the
calculated alarm setpoint.
This monitor uses the same
confidence factor (type 2)
for both the beta/gamma
and alpha alarm settings.
Using figure 5, it can be
seen that all of the actual
counts taken with the source

Figure 5

are above the alarm threshold. Again the problem arises with justifying an alarm.

Note the counts per minute required to initiate an alarm. How would a technician
using a count rate meter equipped with an alpha scintillation detector locate activities yielding
approximately 30 counts per minute? Another interesting point is the gap between the alarm
threshold and the actual count rates that would initiate an alarm. It can be seen that there
is obviously less of an insurance gap when compared with the beta/gamma channels.

Trust Versus Confidence

When these monitors are installed, a high level of trust is initially placed in their
operation primarily due to algorithms and associated confidence factors. Ultimately, alarms
occur that technicians are unable to locate using pancake or alpha-scintillation detectors. At
this point, any confidence placed in their operation can begin to erode. For lack of any
better terms I call this the "False Alarm Syndrome".

Step one in false alarm syndrome alleviation is instrument selection. Detectors other
than pancake probes and alpha scintillation should be used to provide a more reliable and
efficient method of monitoring. This can be demonstrated simply by scanning the surface of
an evenly distributed low-activity beta source with a pancake probe. If the source had activity
levels near the monitor's alarm point or the site's release limit, the chances of finding the
activity would be small. The same holds true for alpha contamination. One should select
similar, independent instruments to localize the possible contamination. Just because a
monitor has alarmed does not mean there is actually contamination present.

The second step in false alarm syndrome alleviation is monitor use. Personnel
contamination monitors should be used as detectors of contamination, not quantifiers. They
should indicate with a fair level of confidence if contamination is present above specified
release limits. Some monitors inform the user what the activity level is that caused the alarm.
This is usually done in units of dpm. Many assumptions must be made to determine activity



as opposed to count rates. These include knowing the isotope being monitored, and the
appropriate efficiency for it. Most personnel contamination monitors are not that intelligent
yet.

The third step is to standardize the counting geometry. Microprocessor-based
personnel contamination monitors use various factors to change the selected alarm point in
order to meet a specified confidence level. Through the use of elaborate equations, a certain
level of confidence is assumed. The lack of reproducibility in counting geometry tends to
nullify the assumed confidence level. How reproducible is a human being? How reproducible
is the position of the person when the count is being performed? Some manufacturers have
incorporated various interlocks to improve the positioning of a person being monitored, but
the durability of these new-breed monitors remains to be seen. Unfortunately, there remains
certain areas that can not be monitored at the same level of confidence as others.

The fourth step in false alarm syndrome alleviation is directed toward alpha
monitoring. In the past, only fission and activation products were monitored. Now with DOE
facilities, alpha emitters need to be monitored as well. The statistical inaccuracies of alpha
counting combined with the much more predictable beta/gamma counts can create a problem
if not handled separately. Some monitors have the ability to accept two different confidence
levels for alpha and for beta/gamma. This allows the user to control the monitor-calculated
alarm points for each contaminant separately. The confidence levels entered into the monitor
are limited by the inherent inabilities of the monitor to check all surfaces.

Conclusions

Personnel monitors are of necessity designed to check all sizes of people. As a result,
there will be areas that are missed. Confidence should be placed in the site's contamination
control program of which the monitors are part. Independent detectors of the same
sensitivity should be used to check the areas that will be missed regardless of confidence
factors used. These same independent detectors should be used to localize contamination.

Address the monitoring of personnel as a process that starts with the contamination
area exit points and ends with a final quick scan at release from the site. Personnel
contamination monitors alone cannot and should not be used to control contamination. The
responsibility for contamination monitoring rests with the person. Provide appropriate
detectors to perform a reliable hand-frisk either prior to or just after a check is performed
by the monitor.

Radiation Protection must look at the whole picture, not just one part of it. Most
organizations place monitors at an exit to a building or area and let it go. Calibration,
maintenance, and facility operating personnel should, at a minimum, have a basic
understanding of how these monitors operate.


